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RINGS OF BOUNDED REAL.V ALUED FUNCTJONS AND THE 
FINITE SUBCOVERING PROPERTY 

Bl' Alexander Abian and Sergio Sa lbanl' 

In what follows all the functions are real -、 alued and O. 1 stand for the zerO' 

and the unit real numbers respectively. Also. all the ring.theoretical statements
which are made in connection \v ith a set of functions (w ith a common domain) 

refer to the pointwi5O addition and multiplication of the elements of that 5Ot. 

Moreover. if 1 is a function then we let 1/ 1. as usual. stand for the function. 
whose values are the absolute values of 1. 

Let c be a function whose domain is X. Then. as expected. c is called a 
c01lslant function on X if and only if c(.t)=r for every xE X . In particular. if 
r = 1 then c is called the ,,"il 1 ,…ction on X . 

Let E' be a 50t of functions with a common domain X' and let ,,' be the unit 
function of X ’. We say that ,,' is coyered by the elements of E' if and only iÍ 

for every zεX' we have: 

(1) ['(z)"즈o Ior some f' E E ’ 

LEMMA. Lel F ’ be a [;lIile subsel o[ a rηfzg C' 01 ftmcJio1ts llJith a comηlOn 

domai11. X ’ alld let tt’EC’ where u’ is Ike ullil ["'Iclion 011 X' . I[ ,, ' is Iwl covered 

by Ilze eleme"ls o[ F’ lizell IIIe ideal !' o[ c' gelleraled by F' is þroþer. 

PROOF. Since α’ is not covered by the elements of F' from (1) it follo \Vs that 
1'or some zεX' it is the ca50 that f' (z) =O for every f'E F'. But then in g'E!' 

‘ve see that g'(z)= O and lherefore g'~I(. Hence ，，'~!， and !' is a proper ideal. 

From the Lemma we have immediately 

COROLLARY. Let C' be a ri’eg as mentioned i1l the Lenmza and E ’ be a sνbset 

O[ C'. I[ ,,' is covered by no [imïe number 01 elements o[ E ’ then the ideal r o[ 

c' geηeraled by E ’ is þroþer. 

E성50d on the abo‘ e, we have: 

THEOREM. Lel C= (ι .• " [. g . • • . ) be a rillg 01 boul!ded [""clio,,s wilh a 

co’1/.11l0n domain X such that every consta1lt fZf1Zction on X is ml element 01 C and 

'1 [EC IIIen 1[ 1 EC and wllere " is Ihe Ullil ["ncl;oll OIl X. The lZ. X can be 
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.exlended 10 a set X' and every elemellt 1 01 C can be exlended to a lunction l' 
:wilh X ’ as its domaln such that: 

(i) Ihe ，ιesι/ting set C’ =(u’"'" 1', g ’ .... ) 01 extended lunctioηs is α rzng. 

(i i) the corresþondence 1-• '1' t.s a ring isomorþhism from C onto C'. 

( iii) 'f u' is covered by Ihe elements 01 a subset E ’ 01 C' then u' is already 

covered by linitely many elemenls 01 E ’. 

PHOOF. Since C contains aI1 the constant functions on X. the set M.t given 

bv 

(2) M ,= (/1 (fEC) and I(x) =0) lor eoery xεx 

is a real ideal of C (i. e.. C/ M x is isomorphic to the reals). 

Let 

(3) (M)yEY) 

be the set of all the real ideals M. , of C such that M"종 (M . :xEX) where M y y- - ~ 

js given by (2) . 

Let us consider the set X ’ given by 

(4) X ’ =Xuy 
where Y is as in (3). 

Clearly, X' is an extension of X. Moreo、 er, fonn (2), (3) ‘ (4) it follo‘VS 

that 

(5) IM,lzEX') 

is the set of all the real ideals 01 C. 

To every fεC let us correspond a function f' on X ’ defined as 

(6) 1' =1 on X and l' (y)=r=1 Mod M ,. for e、 ery JεY. 

Obviously, l' is an extension of 1. 
From (2) , (3) , (6) we ha‘ e 

My = ifl(/EC) and I' (y) =이 for every yEY 

.which by (2). (4) implies that 

(7) M ,= ifl (fEC) and 1 ’ (z) =O) for every zεX'. 

Again, Irom (6) it readily follows that 

(8) I'+g'= (f+g) ’ and I'g'= (fg) ’ 

and sínce C is a ring. we see that the set C' given by 

(9) C' = rl' I/EC) = Iι' • .. • ,/', g' • ••• J 

is also ring. Hence (i) is established. 

Clearly, by (5) if l'=g' then/=g which by (8) implies that the correspondence 
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f-• f is a ring isomorphism from C onto C’. Hence (i i) is a lso established. 

~ext， let the unit (on X ’) function u' be covered by the elements of a subset 

E ' of C’ i. e .. as in (1), for every zEX' we have 

(10) f ’ (Z) 7"'O for some f'EE ’. 

1'0 prove (i ii) we must show that ,,' is already covered by some finitely many 

e1cments of E ’. Let us assume to the contrary that 11,' is covered by 00 fjnitε 

number of eJements of E ' , 1'hus, by the CoroJJary, the ideal I' of C' generated 

by E ’ is proper. Ob、 iously. 

( ll) E'드I’ 

Since μ ， is the extension of u and f - •f' is a ring isomorphism. \ve see that

the subset 1 of C defined by 

(12) [= If l f'ε1') 

is a proper ideal of C. 1'herefore [ is contained in a maximal ideal M of C. 

Let us observe that C is a lattice 、I.' here [ V g and [ ^ g are equal respecti ‘ ely to

웅(f+g+ 1f-g l) and frσ+g- I[-gl). Thus, by [1 , 뼈1 the maximaJ 뼈l 
M is an absolu tely convex ideal of C and therefore C/ M is a totally ordered 

field. A1so. si r.ce e\'ery fEC is bounded. C/ M is Archimedean . MoreO\'er. since 

every constant function is an element of C we see that C/ }"l has a subfield 

isomorphic 10 the reals. But then , as such , C/M itse1f is isomorphic to the 

reals. Consequemly , M is a reaJ ideal of C and , in view of (5) , we have 

(13) 1드M =.M z for some zEX' 

Now, if f'EE ’ then from (11) , (12) , (13) , (7) it follo\l's that 

['(z)=O for every f'EE’ 

which contradicts (10). Hence our assumption is false and (i ii) is established. 

RE:l1ARK. \Ve observe that X (as well as X' ) can be topologized 、.vith subbasic

O야n sets of the form (xl[(:r)톰01 for some [EC (as well as for some f 'EC’ ) 

which. in fact form a base. .Moreover. we can 、 erify that C' includes all the 

constant f unctions and if f'EC' then 11' 1 εC'， as in the case of C. From this 

it follows that all the elements of C (as we l1 as of C') are continuous functions 

(、.v ith the reals topologized as usuaJ). Obviously, if the points of X are separated 

by the eJements of C then X becomes completely regular Hausdorf f. Clearly, 

if C is tbe ring of all bounded continuous functions then X is C"-embedded in 

X ’ and hence X ’ is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. 

The above Remark shows that the topological structure in volved in the 
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Stone강ech compactification can be fully recovered from the underlying algebraic 

s tructure. 
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